Abstract. We prove that the ltration on the pure braid group on g strands, induced by the lower central series of the Torelli group of a genus g surface with one boundary component, coincides with its lower central series, shifted by one.
Introduction and Statement of Results
The study of the Torelli subgroup of the mapping class group has progressed in recent years. Beginning with the work of Johnson J1, J2, J3] in the early 80's, who computed its abelianization and gave a nite set of generators, and continuing with work of Morita Mo1] on the Casson invariant and higher Johnson homomorphisms, the work of Garoufalidis and Levine GL] has tied the Torelli group and Johnson homomorphisms to the rich theory of perturbative (or nite type) 3-manifold invariants O] Le] LMO] G] Ha]. From another direction, a major leap forward in our understanding is the work of Hain Hn], who gave a presentation of the Malcev Lie algebra of the Torelli group.
At the group level, a fundamental open problem is to determine if the Torelli group is nitely presentable or not. Indeed, to our knowledge, there does not currently exist any presentation of the Torelli group with explicit sets of generators and relators in genus 3. 1 We still lack an undersanding of the topological nature of relations within the Torelli group. 2 In this paper we exhibit a relation, known as the IHX relation in perturbative theory, which exists in the Torelli group of a surface of genus g 3. This relation seems to have appeared at least implicitly in calculations of Morita Mo1] . To see how this relation comes about, recall from H] that the topological IHX relation in the theory of homology spheres can be considered as arizing from the Jacoby relation in the pure braid group on 4 strands. We denote by g;r a surface of genus g with r boundary components, and by M g;r its mapping class group. Note that M 0;g+1 is the framed pure braid group on g strands.
There is an embedding of 0;g+1 in g;1 (given by considering g;0 to be the double of 0;g+1 and removing a disk). Then it turns out that the cubic Jacobi relations in M 0;g+1 induce quadratic relations in the Torelli group T g;1 .
Before stating our main result, recall that M g;1 comes equipped with a ltration where M g;1 n] is the subgroup of M g;1 acting trivially on F=F n+1 , where F = 1 ( g;1 ), and for a group G, G n denotes its lower central series. 3 We denote by P(g) the pure braid group on g strands. (H) whose kernel is M g;1 n + 1]. One has that (T g;1 ) n M g;1 n], and it is an open problem to study the map j 0 n : (T g;1 ) n =(T g;1 ) n+1 ! D n+1 (H): Corollary 1.2. j 0 n is injective on the image of P(g) n+1 = P(g)\(T g;1 ) n in (T g;1 ) n =(T g;1 ) n+1 .
Recall that in any group, one has the Jacobi identity 2. The Standard Embedding of 0;g+1 in g;1 There are a number of models available for a surface g;1 , but one which we nd convenient for drawing pictures is the description as a 2-dimensional handlebody with a single index 0-handle and 2g orientation preserving index 1-handles grouped together in interlaced pairs.
Let B denote a 2-disk (considered as the 0-handle) such that its boundary @B is divided into two segments @ + B, @ ? B. We choose a point of @ ? B as basepoint.
Consider a collection p 1 ; : : : ; p 4g of points in @ + B ordered using an orientation of @ + B. We attach orientation preserving 1-handles, H i (resp. H i ) along neighborhoods of the 0-spheres fp 4i?3 ; p 4i?1 g (resp. fp 4i?2 ; p 4i g) in @ + B. The handlebody B ( g i=1 (H i H i ) ) is a surface g;1 of genus g with 1 boundary component. The core of the handle H i (resp. H i ) is an arc A i (resp. A i ) whose boundary is the 0-sphere fp 4i?3 ; p 4i?1 g (resp. fp 4i?2 ; p 4i g) which we orient so as to go from p 4i?3 to p 4i?1 (resp. p 4i to p 4i?2 ).
We join the endpoints of the arc A i (resp. A i ) by an arc whose interior lies in the interior of B. This produces a simple closed curve C i (resp. C i ) which we orient so as to induce the chosen orientation on A i (resp. A i ). These curves can be chosen to be mutually disjoint, except that C i and C i meet transversely in a single point.
The curves C i and C i
We choose paths lying in B to connect the curves C i (resp. C i ) to the base point (see gure 2). This yields well-de ned elements of 1 ( g;1 ), which will be denoted by i (resp. i ). The subsurface of g;1 consisting of B ( g i=1 H i ) is a surface 0;g+1 of genus 0 with g + 1 boundary components. If we remove a small collar neighborhood of @ 0;g+1 n @ ? B, the resulting surface will still be denoted 0;g+1 . The closure of its complement is now a connected surface, homeomorphic to 0;g+1 , and g;1 is just the double of 0;g+1 , slit open along @ ? B to obtain a boundary component. We call this embedding of 0;g+1 in g;1 the standard embedding. It was studied by Oda Od] , see also Levine L] . 1 ( 0;g+1 ) is the free group F(g) on the set f i ji = 1; : : : ; gg, 1 ( 0;g+1 ) = F(g) F(2g) = 1 ( g;1 ).
We de ne simple closed curves C i;j in 0;g+1 by taking the connected sum of C i and C j along an arc lying in B (see gure 3). Let i denote the Dehn twist along C i and let i;j be the Dehn twist along C i;j . The elements i;j = i;j ?1 i ?1 j are the generators of the pure braid group on g strands, P(g), considered as a subgroup of M 0;g+1 = P(g) Z g . Figure 3 . The curve C i;j We have that the curves C i;j (and thus the twists i;j ) are all conjugate in the following sense: there is a di eomorphismF of g;1 which is the identity on @ g;1 , and which restricts to a di eomorphism of 0;g+1 to itself and sends C i;j to C 1;2 . 4 Such an F exists since cutting 0;g+1 open along C i;j results in 2 surfaces, one of which is 0;3 (and hence the other is 0;g ). F can be extended to g;1 simply be taking the double of F, slit open along @ ? B.
The Main Construction
Consider a simple closed curve lying in 2;1 whose homotopy class C is the element ?1 1 2 2 . The curve C may be taken to intersect C 1 and C 2 transversely in one point. These two intersection points divide C into two subarcs, one of which may be taken to lie entirely in B and will be called A. The other A 0 can be taken to miss a third arc A 0 connecting A to the base point in B. Note that a small neighborhood of A 0 A C 1 C 2 is a surface 0;3 2;1 , isotopic to the standard embedding.
The connected sum of C 1 and C 2 along A is the curve C 1;2 . Denote by C 0 1;2 the connected sum of C 1 and C 2 along A 0 (see gure 4). By pushing A 0 C 1 C 2 into the complement of A 0 A C 1 C 2 , i.e. into 2;1 n 0;3 g;1 n 0;g+1 , we see that the Dehn twist t 0 1;2 along c 0 1;2 commutes with elements of M 0;g+1 .
Since C 1;2 and C 0 1;2 are homologous, t 1;2 (t 0 1;2 ) ?1 lies in T g;1 .
4. Proof of the inclusion P(g) n+1 (T g;1 ) n :
Recall that we have Set P = P(g), P n = P(g) n , T = T g;1 , T n = (T g;1 ) n . Since P \ T n is a normal subgroup of P, it su ces to see that a normal set of generators of P n+1 lie in T n . For n 1, P n+1 is normally generated by i;j ; f] = t i;j ; f], f 2 P n . t f i;j is the Dehn twist along the image of c i;j by the di eomorphism f (or rather a representative of its class). Since f(c i;j ) is homologous to c i;j , t i;j ; f] = t i;j (t f i;j ) ?1 lies in T. Suppose inductively we have that P n lies in T n?1 .
We rst suppose fi; jg = f1; 2g. Since t 0 1;2 commutes with M 0;g+1 , we have t 1;2 ; f] = t 1;2 (t 0 1;2 ) ?1 ; f]. But as t 1;2 (t 0 1;2 ) ?1 2 T and f 2 P n T n?1 , we have t 1;2 ; f] 2 T n . Now let fi; jg 6 = f1; 2g. Let (F; F) be a di eomorphism (c.f. section 2) of the pair ( g;1 ; 0;g+1 ) sending c i;j to c 1;2 . Then t i;j ; f] F = t 1;2 ; f F ] 2 T, since f F lies in P n , because conjugation by F sends P n to itself. 5 It follows that t i;j ; f] 2 T n , since T n is normal in M g;1 .
5. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We have seen that for all n 1, P(g) n+1 (T g;1 ) n : Since (T g;1 ) n M g;1 n], we have that P(g) n+1 (T g;1 ) n \ P(g) M g;1 n] \ P(g):
To prove equality, it is therefore enough to show the following.
Claim: Set P = P(g), M n] = M g;1 n]. For all n 1, we have P n P n+1
is injective.
Indeed, for n = 1, this shows that P 2 = P \ M 1] and inductively we have
Thus, it is enough to see the above claim. This was shown by Oda Od] (see also Levine L] ). For the convenience of the reader, we give the details of the argument, as in L].
5 N.b., f 7 ! f F is not an inner automorphism of P (g).
For n = 1, the map P P 2 ! M 0]
M 1] = Sp(2g) sends the elements i;j (see the more general argument below) to the matrix I ?E i;j ? E j;i O I in the basis A 1 ; : : : ; A g ; B 1 ; : : : ; B g , where A i , B i are the homology classes of i , i . Since the i;j are a basis of P P 2 and the E i;j + E j;i are linearly independent, it follows that P P 2 injects into Sp(2g). We recall brie y the de nitions of the maps n , J n . Recall that if F is a free group and H = F (G) given by the isomorphism L 1 (H If T = T g;1 , g 4, we deduce a relation in R 2 (T), which we call the IHX relation, as it arizes from the Jacobi relation in P = P(g).
First recall that the degree 1 Johnson homomorphism is a map J 1 : T !^3(H), H = H 1 ( g;1 ). Rationally this gives an isomorphism L Q 1 (T) !^3 (H Q (T g;1 ) .
Remark. This relation appears at least implicitly in work of Morita (see Mo1, Mo2] ), when he computed the image of the second Johnson homorphism.
